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Name: 

Spelling Words

2 0 0 3 2 5

Answer the questions. 

1. What is the base word of the word generosity? _______________________

2. Which word has both a silent letter and the /j/ sound? _______________________

3. In the word dramatically, what syllable has the /ă/ sound? _______________________

4. What is the base word of the word humbly? _______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5. fear or nervousness about what might happen _______________________

6. having the qualities that are right or appropriate for something _______________________

7. the quality or state of being complicated _______________________

8. accused of but not proven _______________________

Write a spelling word that is a synonym for each word below. 

9.  nimbleness  __________________________ (7 letters)

10.  carefully  __________________________ (10 letters)

11.  damaged __________________________ (6 letters)

12.  disaster  __________________________ (8 letters)

Spelling List F-25: Suffixes: -y, -ly, -ity, -ety

agility
desperately 
haughty
calamity
suitably
generosity 
anxiety

Spelling Words Review Words

customer
collaborator
burglar

ceremoniously
emphatically

Challenge Words

cautiously
faulty
fidgety 
complexity
subtly
formally
gravely

humility
allegedly
eventually
dramatically
humbly
unwieldy
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Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.  Mom worried our dog was _______________________ sick, but the vet said he would be fine.

14.  I waited patiently in the waiting room and was _______________________ called to see the 
  dentist.

15.  Lui _______________________ wanted to go to the concert, but tickets were too expensive.

16.  The fancy wedding invitation hinted that we should dress _______________________ for the  
  event.

17.  Marcus bought a new suitcase before his big trip—his old one was very _______________________.

18.  The _______________________ king sat on his throne.

19.  Leana _______________________ winked at Josie when she was chosen to present in front of  
  the class.

20.  When the team won the game, they showed _______________________ by shaking their  
  opponents’ hands.

Answer the questions. 

21.  Which review word has two syllables?       _______________________

22.  In the word collaborator, the letter a makes how many different  
  sounds?      _______________________

23.  In the word customer, is there more than one schwa sound?       _______________________

24.  In the word emphatically, which two letters make the /f/ sound?     _______________________

25.  In the word ceremoniously, which syllables have the /ē/ sound?     _______________________

formally
subtly

desperately
unwieldy

   gravely
   humility

haughty
eventually 

Spelling List F-25: Suffixes: -y, -ly, -ity, -ety



Answer the questions. 

1. What is the base word of the word generosity? _______________________

2. Which word has both a silent letter and the /j/ sound? _______________________

3. In the word dramatically, what syllable has the /ă/ sound? _______________________

4. What is the base word of the word humbly? _______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5. fear or nervousness about what might happen _______________________

6. having the qualities that are right or appropriate for something _______________________

7. the quality or state of being complicated _______________________

8. accused of but not proven _______________________

Write a spelling word that is a synonym for each word below. 

9.  nimbleness  __________________________ (7 letters)

10.  carefully  __________________________ (10 letters)

11.  damaged __________________________ (6 letters)

12.  disaster  __________________________ (8 letters)
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generous

fidgety

second

humble

anxiety

suitably

complexity

allegedly

agility

cautiously

faulty

calamity

Spelling List F-25: Suffixes: -y, -ly, -ity, -ety

agility
desperately 
haughty
calamity
suitably
generosity 
anxiety

Spelling Words Review Words

customer
collaborator
burglar

ceremoniously
emphatically

Challenge Words

cautiously
faulty
fidgety 
complexity
subtly
formally
gravely

humility
allegedly
eventually
dramatically
humbly
unwieldy



Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.  Mom worried our dog was _______________________ sick, but the vet said he would be fine.

14.  I waited patiently in the waiting room and was _______________________ called to see the 
  dentist.

15.  Lui _______________________ wanted to go to the concert, but tickets were too expensive.

16.  The fancy wedding invitation hinted that we should dress _______________________ for the  
  event.

17.  Marcus bought a new suitcase before his big trip—his old one was very _______________________.

18.  The _______________________ king sat on his throne.

19.  Leana _______________________ winked at Josie when she was chosen to present in front of  
  the class.

20.  When the team won the game, they showed _______________________ by shaking their  
  opponents’ hands.

Answer the questions. 

21.  Which review word has two syllables?       _______________________

22.  In the word collaborator, the letter a makes how many different  
  sounds?      _______________________

23.  In the word customer, is there more than one schwa sound?       _______________________

24.  In the word emphatically, which two letters make the /f/ sound?     _______________________

25.  In the word ceremoniously, which syllables have the /ē/ sound?     _______________________
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burglar

 
two

yes

ph

fourth and sixth

gravely

eventually

desperately

formally

unwieldy

haughty

subtly

humility

ANSWER KEY Spelling List F-25: Suffixes: -y, -ly, -ity, -ety

formally
subtly

desperately
unwieldy

   gravely
   humility

haughty
eventually 


